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Who is responsible for dealing with your personal data?

Name:

MAINLY HEALTH PLANS, S.L. - B-19.250.372

Postal address:

Vizconde de Valoria, nº 7, 19210, Yunquera de Henares (Guadalajara)

Telephone:

609 522 300

email:

MainlyHealthPlans@yahoo.com

Why is your data needed?
“Mainly Health Plans” uses data to provide products and services you request and have
contracted through our company. The data is used to provide the information you request,
providing products and services you may find useful.

Why do we use personal data?
To provide translation services, English language training, or insurance services. To enable
these products or services to be provided, eg if a claim is made, health information may be
provided. As such personal data must be provided, health insurance claims only concern the
client and the health insurance company so “Mainly Health Plans” rarely intervenes.
Personal data is required to meet legal obligations eg Prevention of Money Laundering,
terrorism financing, Insurance service customer protection, General Data Protection
compliance.
To provide data to the insurance companies, issue of insurance policies and related services,
client authorisation is needed.
Client authorisation is also needed for any offer of services or products, commercial campaigns.
Withdrawal of authorisation doesn’t affect any contract that has previously been agreed.
How long will “Mainly Health Plans” keep your data?
Data will be kept until the time a contract is agreed. “Mainly Health Plans” will subsequently
block the data as legally required. Data will then be deleted.
Who will receive your personal data?
For the issue of the required insurance contract and provision of services the corresponding
insurance company will receive your data.
What are your rights when you offer your personal data?
Data Protection legislation offers the following rights;
… access. Knowing what data is being processed and how.
… correction. You can rectify incorrect or untrue data.
… copy. You can request a copy of your data
… restrictions. In certain situations you can restrict the use of your data. Data will then only be
kept should any complaints be lodged.

… rejection of automated decisions.
… suppression. You can request suppression of your data when data processing is no longer
needed.
… rejection. You can reject data processing is certain situations.
… cancellation. You can cancel the authorisation previously provided.
… complaint. You can lodge a complaint with the control authority (Spanish “Agencia Española
de Protección de Datos”)
To exercise any of these rights you can write to “Mainly Health Plans” using the postal address
or email provided at the beginning of this document.

